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Position for

User Experience Intern (part-time, 25hrs/week, f/m/x)
Planblue is a diverse team of visionary entrepreneurs and engineers whose mission is to protect,
explore and reveal the unknown 95% of our ocean by using cutting edge technology. We have
developed the planblue technology which consists of A.I. backed software coupled with an
underwater camera system that allows automated systematic monitoring of seafloors (e.g., coral
reefs, lakes, oceanic shelves), providing geo-referenced maps. The maps can be used for various
applications, for underwater constructions (e.g. off-shore wind), but also aid in reducing the ecologic
and economic impact of e.g. climate change or plastic waste in the ocean.
Our team currently goes through an exciting time. For us, new ideas and thinking outside of the box
are highly valuable, as they have led to our recent successes. We all have different fields of expertise
and responsibilities, but still strongly believe in teamwork to reach our overall goals. Bremen, where
we are located, is a hotspot for state-of-the-art underwater technologies and offers a great lifestyle.
We are looking for a User Experience Intern to join our team in Bremen. If the current situation allows
you can work inside our office space close to the university Bremen, but you can also work completely
remotely if you prefer / if that should legally be necessary.
Right now, we can only offer this position to enrolled students who have to complete a mandatory
internship as part of their university curriculum with a duration of 3-6 months.

Depending on your qualifications your responsibilities could include:
•

User and Market Research. Planblue has a vast spectrum of interesting users and customers.
Our success as a startup is strongly connected to understanding these people as deeply as
possible. Therefore you will support with planning and conducting user interviews and
analysing them to uncover our user’s hidden needs and problems. Your key responsibility in
this scenario will be transcribing the interview videos to written text and identifying the
highlights for our research database.

•

Workshops. From time to time we host internal workshops at planblue to gather the
knowledge of the whole company for a specific topic. You might support with preparing
some of these workshops and - if you are qualified and comfortable doing that - moderate
them to ensure best results.

•

User Interface Design. The insights from user research will lead to requirements for our
software engineering team. To help them build user-centered applications you might create
wireframes and clickable interface prototypes.

•

Visual design. Planblue is a young company and even though we have a defined visual
identity there is still room to further develop and apply our corporate design. You might work
on our internal presentation and documentation templates.

•

Video editing. All of our user interviews are recorded on video if possible. Sometimes we will
use the highlights of these interviews to show them internally or use them for pitches. If you
have experience with video editing you could be in charge of creating such highlight videos.

•

Soaking up the knowledge. Learn tons about underwater monitoring, entrepreneurship and
UX.

Minimum Qualifications:
•

You feel like you’re up for the challenge and you have experience with executing some of the
above-mentioned tasks.

•

You have a flexible mind, enjoy challenging the team and yourself, are not afraid to give and
receive feedback and know how to prioritize.

•

You have an affinity for the ocean.

•

You speak very good English.

Preferred Qualifications:
•

You are studying or graduated in a design or psychology related field.

•

You speak excellent English and German.

•

You have experience with some these software tools – Keynote/Powerpoint, Miro, Adobe XD
(or similar), Photoshop, Premiere.

What we offer:
•

Apply your user-centered mindset to help our oceans.

•

Be part of an international entrepreneurial group of people who strive for diversity, excellent
results and love input from all team members.

•

Learn what it feels like to build a company from the ground up.

•

Flexible working and home office hours.

•

A bright office between Unisee and Mensa with free coffee, drinks, organic fruits, a shower
and music.

Does this sound interesting to you?
We look forward to receiving a short motivation letter, CV and some examples of your previous work.
Apply https://planblue.join.com/jobs/2184854-user-experience-intern

